Introduction
The expulsion of heat and particles by magnetic field aligned filaments during type-I Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) was found at the low field side of ASDEX Upgrade in the steep gradient region and scrape-off layer (SOL) by 2D-Thomson scattering [1] , in the far SOL by Langmuir probes [2, 3] , and on limiter and divertor structures by 2D-thermography [4, 5] . With (Fig. 4b) . The most frequent mode number is around n tor 12. For widths of the steep gradient region, n e H5 ´dn e dRµ 3 cm, practically all toroidal wave numbers larger than n tor 6, which is the resolution limit of the diagnostic, up to an upper limit are excited.
For larger widths of the steep gradient region, n e H5 ´dn e dRµ 3 cm, the lower boundary of the observed n tor increases and the upper boundary decreases. The radial distributions of the relative fluctuations ∆n e n e pol are overplotted by histogram functions, which are normalized to 1 for each radial cell (0 5 cm wide), and for each radial cell the mean values of the relative fluctuations were calculated (Fig. 5) . For inter-ELM phases the relative fluctuations ∆n e n e pol extend between 0.2 cm and 2.7 cm inside the separatrix (Fig. 5a) . (Fig. 3) and have their maximum in the steep gradient region (Fig. 5) indicating that the observed fluctuations should be gradient driven.
